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Mission of the Florida Trail Association
The Florida Trail Association develops, maintains, protects and promotes a network of hiking trails throughout the
state, including the unique Florida National Scenic Trail. Together with our partners we provide opportunities for the
public to hike, engage in outdoor recreation, participate in environmental education and contribute to meaningful
volunteer work.

Highlanders Nature Notes – Seeing Nature Through a Child's Eyes
addition, our explorations have uncovered fascinating
critters and plants new to me, things I otherwise
would have never encountered in the wild.
Children have a natural, unbound, nonjudgmental
sense of wonder. Everything is new and merits their
attention, often up-close and hands-on. In many cases,
if young enough, they haven’t yet suffered the negative influence of adults about what they should hate or
fear (the most common being bugs, spiders, snakes,
and thunder). So catching them at a young age gives
me the chance to introduce them to the world of nature while they still have an open mind. That’s a particular pleasure for me. Children should be allowed to
decide for themselves what appeals to them, or
doesn’t. In time, they will usually find something they
especially like, such as flowers, lizards, birds or butterflies. Once this happens, they can begin to see how
their particular object of interest is connected to everything around it. Then they are on the path to discovering food webs, habitats, and ecology. From
there, as they mature, they might even enjoy studying
one of the advanced sciences. The seed will have been
planted, at any rate. That required high school or college biology class might not prove so hard to get
through.

Photo by Larry Anger

For me, it’s been a great pleasure to explore the natural world with young children. Being privileged to
see it through their eyes, making one exciting discovery after another, reminds me of my own youthful discoveries (now in the distant past). I get the chance to
feel like a child in wonder again, in spite of my advanced age. Jane Goodall once wrote in her book Reason for Hope (1999): “We all need, as adults, some
experience to make us look at the world again through
the eyes of a child.” It’s a blessing I highly endorse. In
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Rachel Carson wrote in her book The Sense of Wonder (1984) that, “Exploring nature with your child is
largely a matter of becoming receptive to what lies all
around you. It is learning again to use your eyes, ears,
nostrils, and finger tips, opening up the disused channels of sensory impression.” But there is certainly no
need to feel as if you have to be the one who points
everything out. I guarantee they will see a great many
things that you passed over or missed completely. I
like to say that they see more on the ground because
they’re closer to the ground than we are. Where it is
often easiest for me to look up or at my own eye level,
they make most of the lower discoveries. By this unspoken team work, we always see a great many interesting things, more than if I had to find them all myself. John Kieran once said, “A pleasure shared is a
pleasure doubled. I like to have companions on my
tramps through the woods.” And having a child companion multiplies the experience ten-fold. Exploring
nature with a small group of children is better yet. The
more eyes, ears, and inquisitive minds working together, the more you’ll see and hear.

In his book The Creation, Harvard biologist E.O.
Wilson wrote: “I have several time-tested suggestions
for parents and teachers, including religious leaders,
who wish to cultivate the naturalist’s capacity in a
child. Start early; he is ready. Open doors to Nature,
but don’t push him through. Think of the child as a
hunter-gatherer. Provide opportunities to explore the
outdoors and its surrogates in zoo and museum exhibits. Let the child search, alone or in small, likeminded groups. Let him disturb nature a bit, on his
own and without coaching. Provide field guides,
binoculars, and even microscopes, at home if possible
and at least at school. Encourage and praise his initiative. With adolescence, allow him to undertake adventures with others, to wild areas and foreign countries
as opportunities and finances allow. Let him learn all
things at his own pace. At the end of this process he
may choose a career in law, marketing, or the military.
But he will be a naturalist all his life, and thank you
for it.”
So by all means, find an opportunity to introduce
nature to a child or two; your own grandchildren, perhaps, or your nieces, nephews, kids from your community, or those in your church. Or volunteer to meet
somewhere with a Boy or Girl Scout troop and their
leaders. Scout leaders often appreciate the assistance
of someone with experience in the outdoors (many of
them are complete novices). I promise the experience
will be memorable. Who knows, you might even get
hooked like I am and do it repeatedly. There’s no other
experience quite like it!

Thus far, I’ve written mostly about what I’ve gotten
from nature walks with children. You might ask
what’s in it for them. Rachel Carson also wrote in her
book above, “If a child is to keep his inborn sense of
wonder, …he needs the companionship of at least one
adult who can share it, rediscovering with him the joy,
the excitement, and the mystery of the world we live
in.” She believed that this concept of ‘a pleasure
shared is a pleasure doubled’ works for children as
well, especially if their adult companion can tap into
their own inner child and match his sense of wonder
with theirs.

–Mike Barnett

Of course, a little bit of well-timed adult guidance
can help, too. Rachel Carson again: “By suggestion
and example, I believe children can be helped to hear
the many voices about them. Take time to listen and
talk about the voices of the earth and what they mean
– the majestic voice of thunder, the winds, the sound
of surf or flowing streams. And the voices of living
things: No child should grow up unaware of the dawn
chorus of the birds in spring. He will never forget the
experience of a specially planned early rising and going out in the predawn darkness… In that dawn chorus one hears the throb of life itself.”
Photo by Tasha Boroff
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Notes from the Chairperson – Do Plants Talk?
This seems an absurd question. Plants don’t have
mouths, ears or even eyes. When humans began communicating by e-mail and text messages there was initially much confusion until we realized human verbal
communication also includes facial expressions and
hand gestures. An appropriate hand gesture can say a
lot. So even if plants cannot verbally communicate
they may still communicate. Let us consider this.

have shown them rearranging their leaves to get their
leaves in the sunlight and shading the leaves of other
plants. Many plants protect their soil space. Probably
the best known example is black walnut trees which
produce juglone, a compound which prevents seed
germination and restricts the growth of other plants.
Lantana, a woody flowering plant, restricts the growth
of milkweed vine. Broccoli, yes broccoli, restricts the
growth of other cruciferouse crops. Dried mango leaf
powder completely inhibits the sprouting of purple
nutsedge. Cherry laurel inhibits the growth of other
plants near it.. The list goes on and on and many plant
growth inhibitors are yet to be identified. The peaceful
woodland may actually be a plant war zone.

Dodder vines are thin yellow red vines without leaves
or roots and are parasitic on other plants. They spread
by dropping small vinelets that have three days to locate a victim plant before they starve. They want to
choose a nice juicy plant and will bypass an undesirable plant to reach a suitable host. How do they do
this? There is a dodder vine on the left side of highway I believe plants do talk. We just have to learn to listen.
19 south of Howey-In-the-Hills. We have all smelled
freshly mown hay or lawns. This pleasant smell is ac- –Bill Leach
tually a distress signal sent out by the plant that it is
being injured. Each spring my hibiscus plants are attacked by aphids. Small pencil dot sized insects which
suck the juices out of my hibiscus. I could kill the
aphids by spraying. However, if I wait two days lady
bugs will arrive and after 48 hours they will have devoured all the aphids. When the aphids attacked, the
hibiscus sent out a distress odor that attracted the lady
bugs to a good meal.
An estimated eighty per cent of a tree is in the earth.
Oak tree roots extend out 2 1/2 times the limb margin.
The herbicide glyphosate works by killing the roots. In
my orange grove when I needed to remove a dying
tree I tried using glyphosate to kill the stump. Not only
did it kill the stump, but also many of the surrounding
trees. The trees were all attached through their roots.
When I removed an oak tree I used glyphosate to kill
the oak tree stump. It also killed all the surrounding
smaller oak trees. Under ground all the trees were connected through their roots. When we hike through a
grove of oak trees all the trees are connected together
by their roots. Is this a grove of trees or actually a single tree with multiple trunks? Plants also compete for
sunlight and ground space. Time lapse photo studies
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Our Trail of Two Worlds
Our distance hikers, trudging along
Thru hammock, scrub and vast prairies
Must marvel at each change of scene
And how each ecosystem varies
Something about feet on the trail
Always seems it was meant to be
So natural to have a path
To travel along that's wild and free
But a radical change is coming
Now taking them to a new “somewhere”
To a different situation
Forcing these hikers now to compare
As this “other trail” is upon them
And they gaze at what lies ahead
Readily aware they’re leaving nature
And approach this “new trail” with dread
Find themselves thrust onto a highway
For the trail must go there by default
Now their boots must hike on a new path
One covered with concrete and asphalt
Thoughts of cool, tree-covered hammocks
Or Long-leafed Pines’ needled covered floor
They look down the road as the cars rush by
They’re only thought being, “How much more?”
*

*

*

So many want our trail off the road
Available land strikes are lonesome
Then as a twist of fate would have it
Located was a center that owns some
A forest ranger requested if
Our trail could cross Snake Center land
Approval put the idea in motion
Agreement reached and a route was planned
Forest Service and Trail Folk on track
Still, some matters were unresolved
The Snake Center said they'd need a fence
That's when our Highlanders got involved
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To build a trail takes experience
To get it done right one must lean in
And on deck was a most perfect man
Highlander's Trail Guy, Francis Keenan
A fence and a trail now the challenge
Many volunteers had pitched right in
Even some Boy Scouts helped get it done
Trail projects they seem to delight in
This new trail's now ready to open
Some have said it's a beautiful hike
We now say thanks for a job well done
And that Highway portion we gladly strike!
[A tribute to all those who played a part]
By Bob Schultz, Highlanders Chapter, 11/02/19
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Seminole State Forest Dedication of the New Trail Reroute
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To all Florida Trail Members and Prospective Members
Please be considerate of those members with sensitivities to various chemical or scented products. Some
scented products such as hair sprays, perfumes,
scented deodorants, sunscreens and scented body
washes can trigger reactions such as respiratory distress, coughing, migraine headaches and other asthmatic type symptoms.

We ask for everyone's cooperation to accommodate
others' health concerns by trying to use unscented
products before attending a recreational or work hike.
If you are using a long-lasting clothing insect spray,
please try to spray a few days before the event to give
time to air the clothing. We appreciate your help.
Thank You

Highlanders Activities for January and February 2020
Tuesday, January 14, 2020
Work Hike Ocala National Forest - Buck Lake. Meet before 9:00 AM in the parking lot on the west side of
Hwy 19 that is 2 1/2 miles north of the turn off to Alexander Springs (Highway 445). Please be on time as we
will be shuttling to another area to work. If you have further questions email or call bobbiszoo@yahoo.com
352-787-8654. Bring hat, gloves, sunscreen, bug repellent, lunch, and lots of water (must carry two quarts water). 29.073833 -81.629374
Thursday, January 16, 2020
Highlanders Chapter General Meeting. We meet at the Leesburg Public Library 100 East Main Street in the
meeting rooms at the front of the library. Meeting starts at 5:00 PM. Please bring your aluminum cans to recycle
in non-dripping plastic bags and a snack to share. Open to the Public. Program: Dr. Steve Muller from Beacon
College with be the guest speaker. 28.811093 -81.874858
Saturday, January 18, 2020
Work Hike Boy Scout Camp. Meet before 9:00 AM at Clearwater Lake Recreation Area off Highway 42 near
Paisley. Please be on time as we will be shuttling to another area to work. Please let us know if you plan to attend so that we can plan teams and equipment. Bring water, insect spray, hats, lunch, etc. If you have further
questions email or call Bobbi Keenan: bobbiszoo@yahoo.com 352-787-8654 28.976677, -81.550236
Saturday, February 1, 2020
Work Hike Ocala National Forest. Highway 42-FR06. Meet before 9:00 AM at Clearwater Lake Recreation
Area off Highway 42 near Paisley. Please be on time as we will be shuttling to another area to work. Please let
us know if you plan to attend so that we can plan teams and equipment. Bring water, insect spray, hats, lunch,
etc. If you have further questions email or call Bobbi Keenan: bobbiszoo@yahoo.com 352-787-8654
28.976677, -81.550236
Tuesday, February 11, 2020
Work Hike Ocala National Forest. FR 69. Meet before 9:00 AM in the parking lot on the west side of Highway 19 that is 2 1/2 miles north of the turn off to Alexander Springs (Highway 445). Please be on time as we
will be shuttling to another area to work. If you have further questions email or call bobbiszoo@yahoo.com
352-787-8654. Bring hat, gloves, sunscreen, bug repellent, lunch, and lots of water (must carry two quarts water). 29.073833 -81.629374
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Thursday, February 20, 2020
Highlanders Chapter General Meeting. We meet at the Leesburg Public Library 100 East Main Street in the
meeting rooms at the front of the library. Meeting starts at 5:00 PM. Please bring your aluminum cans to recycle
in non-dripping plastic bags and a snack to share. Open to the Public. Program: Diane Dammiller will speak on
Summer Adventures. 28.811093 -81.874858
Saturday, February 29, 2020
Highlanders Annual Chili Party at Trimble Park. 5802 Trimble Park Road, Mount Dora, Florida. 11:00 AM
or before, we will eat about 12:00 PM. We need chili in crock pots, a few salads, bread or crackers, and desserts.
We will have hot beverages. Bring a lawn chair. It is a great place to relax and visit. Trimble Park is located in
the Tangerine Area off Highway 441, south of Mt Dora. The park is between Lake Beauclair and Lake Carlton.
We will be in Pavilion #1 which is near the wooden docks. No pets. For more information contact Arlene Beal,
bealak59@gmail.com or 612-202-5224 or Mary Ellen Milton, mem32735@aol.com or 352-669-3628.
28.769171 -81.656442

Additional Highlanders Hikes
Highlanders Activity Leaders who live in The Villages typically lead hikes on Wednesdays. All chapter members and guests are invited to participate in these activities. Leaders post notices of activities the weekend prior
to the hike. FTA members interested in receiving information about The Villages hike should send an email request to dlamanna829@gmail.com.

Chapter Officers and Committee Chairs
Chapter Chair, Bill Leach, wwleach@hotmail.com or 352-728-6438
Vice Chair, Mike Tamburrino, miketamburrino@yahoo.com or 303-809-3284
Secretary, Mary Ring, momring@yahoo.com or 352-250-1426
Treasurer, Diane Roesch, cattail3638@gmail.com or 407-469-3638
Trail Coordinator, Francis Keenan, fkeenan@embarqmail.com or 352-787-8654
Activity Chairs, Mary Ellen Milton, mem32735@aol.com or 352-669-3628, Bobbi Keenan,
bobbiszoo@yahoo.com or 352-787-8654, and Mary Ring, momring@yahoo.com or 352-250-1426
Membership Chair, Mary Ellen Milton, mem32735@aol.com or 352-669-3628
Chapter Coordinator, Bobbi Keenan, bobbiszoo@yahoo.com or 352-787-8654
Outreach Coordinator, Cathy Leavers, cjleavers@yahoo.com or 352-787-7615
Newsletter Editor and Meetup Coordinator, Wade Williston, wwillist01@gmail.com or 407-584-7431
Program Chair, Ginger Leach, gingerleach@hotmail.com or 352-728-6438
Chapter Council Representatives, John Grob, johndgrob@gmail.com or 352-750-0341 &
Mike Tamburrino, miketamburrino@yahoo.com or 303-809-3284
Webmasters, Bobbi & Francis Keenan, bobbiszoo@yahoo.com, fkeenan@embarqmail.com or
352-787-8654
Chapter Photographer, Diane Dammiller, Dammiller@aol.com or 407-832-1214
Grant Writer, Dee Bender, deebender829@gmail.com or 352-460-7085
Quartermaster and Archivist/Historian, Christine Pena, pena2081@comcast.net or 908-499-2215
Media PR Coordinator, Glenda Moore, gmaemoore@yahoo.com or 352-324-2570
Calendar Editor, Jane Williams, glenandjane@eastlink.ca or 352-633-3248
Memorial Committee Chair, Stuart Force, stuart.force@comcast.net or 352-303-5623
Recycling Coordinator, Bill Leach, wwleach@hotmail.com or 352-728-6438
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Trailmasters and Activity Leaders
Trailmasters: Arlene Beal, Sandy Bell, Dee Bender, Gene Bouley, Richard Devine, Stuart Force, Dennis and
Melodie Hardy, Karen Harrington, Greg Hart, Francis Keenan, Bill and Ginger Leach, Mary Ellen Milton, Tom
Mowbray, Steve and Bernice Nemeth, Mary Ring, Mike Tamburrino, Jane Williams, Wade Williston, and Bruce
Zollner.
Activity Leaders: Richard Abrams, Mike Barnett, Arlene Beal, Gene Bouley, Diane and Ken Dammiller, Doris
Danzer, Richard Devine, John Grob, Dennis and Melodie Hardy, Brad Hoopes, Bobbi and Francis Keenan,
Marilyn LeMire, Bill and Mary Ellen Milton, Steve Nemeth, Diane Paul, Bob and Suzanne Sippey, Mike Tamburrino, Don Valcheff, Wade Williston, and Bruce Zollner.

Links
Florida Trail Association:
Highlanders Chapter, FTA:
Meetup for Highlanders:
Highlanders Photos:
Previous Newsletters:
Boondocking Tips

http://www.floridatrail.org
http://www.highlanders.floridatrail.org
https://www.meetup.com/Florida-Trail-Association-Central-Florida-Chapter/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/highlandersfta/albums/
http://highlanders.floridatrail.org/NewsletterArchives.htm
http://highlanders.floridatrail.org/Newsletters/
Diane_Dammillers_Boondocking101_presentation.pdf
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